FULL SHOTGUN: MINIMUM 121 GOLFERS
- Private Golf Course
- Golf Coordinator & Support
- Complimentary Bag Valet Service
- On Course Hole Contests
- Activity Schedule on each cart
- Professional Tournament Scoring
- Full use of Locker Rooms and Practice Area

MODIFIED SHOTGUN: MINIMUM OF 60 GOLFERS
- Semi Private Golf Course
- Event Coordinator and Support
- Complimentary Bag Valet Service
- On Course Hole Contests
- Activity Schedule on each cart
- Professional Tournament Scoring
- Full use of Locker Rooms and Practice Area

INDIVIDUAL TEE TIMES: MINIMUM 20 GOLFERS
- Confirmed times via contract
- Guaranteed Rates
- Complimentary Bag Valet Service
- Full use of Locker Rooms and Practice Area

LONGEST DRIVE COMPETITION
This competition is held on Hole #1. Two hitting stations are set up with participants having a designated number of chances to see who can hit the ball the straightest and farthest.
$6.00 per person
Minimum $300.00

PUTTING CONTEST
The Willow Crest golf team prepares a fun and challenging miniature golf course on the putting green.
$5.00 per person
Minimum $250.00

CLOSEST TO THE PIN “AT NIGHT”
A closest to the pin competition is a challenge of accuracy of who can hit the golf ball closest to the hole. Now try it at night and across a pond! We will illuminate a target for your guests to aim towards.
$7.00 per person
Minimum $400.00

HELIÇOPTER BALL DROP
Each participant is issued a numbered golf ball. The balls are dropped from a helicopter and the one closest to the designated target receives a special prize provided by the group.
Starting at $450.00

The length of time to complete these events average between 45-90 minutes but varies depending on the number of actual participants.
SOME INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT WILLOW CREST GOLF CLUB

WILLOW CREST GOLF CLUB IS A CERTIFIED AUDUBON COOPERATIVE SANCTUARY
We consciously maintain the golf course with the environment in mind and are certified in Chemical Use Reduction and Safety, Water Conservation, Water Quality Management, Environmental Planning along with Wildlife and Habitat Management.

WE'RE PASSIONATE ABOUT GOLF OUTINGS AND SPECIAL EVENTS
Host numerous charity and corporate events along with special local activities each year.

OUR GOLF COURSE WAS RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE "TOP 50" PUBLIC GOLF COURSES IN ILLINOIS BY CHICAGOLAND GOLF
Golfers love the course and it has become one of the local favorites. The course was designed by architect Dick Nugent accommodating golfers of all experience levels and tops out at 6,433 yds with a slope rating of 134.

WE OFFER PGA PROFESSIONAL GOLF INSTRUCTION FOR ALL AGES
Specializing in short game, on-course playing lessons and full-swing analysis, we welcome the opportunity to provide students with quality instruction aimed at improving their game. Our very popular Junior Golf Program runs June – August for kids ages 7-12. Willow Crest Golf Club is also the home course for three local high school golf teams.

WE PROUDLY SUPPORT THE MILITARY
Programs include Red Shirt Friday’s, special rate programs for active, active reserve and retired members of the military, Patriot Golf Days supporting the Folds of Honor Foundation and the annual Swing for Golf Hines Hospital blind veteran’s event. Several of our team members have also served in the military.

OUR GOLF SHOP HAS RECEIVED THE ILLINOIS PGA MERCHANDISER OF THE YEAR AWARD A RECORD THIRTEEN TIMES
The Golf Shop carries the latest in ladies and men’s apparel, equipment and accessories. Companies include: Brooks Brothers, Polo Ralph Lauren, Jamie Sadock, Travis Mathew, Cutter & Buck, Martin, Nike, FootJoy, EP Pro and more.

GOLF MEMBERSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE
We offer seasonal and corporate golf memberships along with a frequent players card program providing local golfers several options for playing at Willow Crest Golf Club.

GOLF SIMULATORS
Full-swing golf simulators with real-time ball flight with over 80 world class golf courses featuring the most advanced software from Foresight Sports. The club-head and ball-tracking technology gives you an honest evaluation of your every shot. Located in the Tin Cup Bar and Grille on the lower level.

PGA LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE CENTER
Offering golf equipment fitting, FootJoy custom order shoe center, PGA Professional golf instruction programs and more.

THE LATE PGA TOUR PROFESSIONAL SAM SNEAD WAS QUOTED AS SAYING
"WILLOW CREST GOLF CLUB HAS SOME OF THE BEST PAR 3 HOLES I'VE EVER PLAYED"